A meeting of the Senate of Victoria University was held on Wednesday, October 2, 2002 at 4:15p.m. in Alumni Hall, Victoria College, President Gooch presiding.

Present:
Mr G Antone  The Reverend F W Lockhart
Mr J Bedley  Mr J H McKean
Mr D Bernhardt  Ms E McKenzie
Professor W Bowen  Mr E D W Morgan
Dr R C Brandeis  The Reverend D H Norris
Mrs J Breukelman  Ms H Parker
Principal D Cook  The Reverend J Robertson
Professor D P DeMontmollin  Professor G Sheppard
Professor L D Dyer  Mr D S Skinner
Dr K A Hamilton  Professor K R Thompson
Professor C D Jay  Professor J S Traill
Professor K J Joblin  Reverend J Visser
Professor A F Johnston  Mr A Warman
The Reverend M C H Locke  Principal P Wyatt

Call to Order and Opening Prayer:
The meeting was opened with a prayer by Professor G Sheppard.

President Gooch welcomed all the new members on Senate.

Victoria College Representatives - Newly Elected:
Mr Mark Opashinov  VIC’92  LLB Queen’s 96
Ms Mary Russell  VIC’87  MBA UofT 94

Appointment confirmed later in the meeting:
Mr Michael Newton  VIC’92

Emmanuel Alumni Representatives - Newly Elected:
Dr Karen A Hamilton  MDiv’86  ThM 2001
The Reverend Douglas H Norris  MDiv 86

Appointments confirmed later in the meeting:
The Reverend Judith Visser  MDiv 2001
The Reverend Joan Robertson  MDiv 86

Board of Regents Appointments to Senate:
Mr Pirie Mitchell  MDiv 2001
Mr David Bernhardt  VIC’58

Victoria College Student Representatives on Senate:
Mr Eric D W Morgan
Mr Jonathan Bedley
Mr Andrew Warman
Emmanuel College Student Representatives on Senate:
Ms Sara A Chudy
Mr Dale Stuart Skinner
Mr James Hartley McKean
Ms Elizabeth McKenzie

Minutes of Previous Meeting:
Minutes of the meeting held on Wednesday, June 5, 2002 were approved with corrections noted.

Regrets:
The Secretary noted that regrets had been received from Professor P D Airhart, Professor J D Baird, Professor H O Guenther, Professor J M Heath, Professor J E Hodgetts, Professor A Hood, Professor R C Hutchinson, Ms S Larade, Professor M J Legge, Professor W E McLeod, Professor B S Merriilees, Professor Wenh-In Ng, Mr M Opashinov, Professor A Robson, Ms M F Russell, Professor C A Silber, and Professor R A Taylor.

Communications:
Letters of gratitude from Emmanuel College student, Dianne Graves, and Victoria College students, Karen Campbell, Sandra Chung, Gina Pugliese, Jasmin H Cheung-Gertler, and Glen Hogan were read. Ms Graves received the Rebecca Kewley Award from Emmanuel College for her work with rural churches and expressed her appreciation for the honour. Ms Campbell was granted a St George’s Society Award to assist in financing her exchange to the University of Nottingham, England, during the previous session. She acclaims that “Victoria College has consistently lived up to its reputation as a welcoming and supportive academic environment” and looks forward to returning for her fourth year of study. Ms Chung and Ms Pugliese each thanked Angela Prediger, in the Registrar’s Office, for her helpful financial advice and guidance. Ms Cheung-Gertler was grateful for receiving an Egerton Ryerson Scholarship from Victoria College, while Mr Hogan has appreciated the continuous support and generosity that he has experienced at Victoria in the forms of various scholarships, including his recent tutorial position. Two final letters were read from recent graduates of Victoria College, Elisabeth Oliver and Lisa Villeneuve. Each received generous post-graduate scholarships and acknowledged the significance of these awards as well as their unique experiences at Victoria College. Ms Oliver received the Lyla May Guest Hugill Memorial Scholarship and the Reginald Heber Manning Jolliffe Gold Medal; while Ms Villeneuve was awarded the Ruth Hilliard Myers Scholarship and the Della Margaret White Scholarship.

Enrolment Updates:
The Registrar noted that full enrolment reports for both Colleges will be presented at the upcoming December 4, 2002 meeting of Senate. The following are preliminary updates on enrolment:

Victoria College:

- Newly-admitted students – 977
- Returning students – 2,927
- Total – 3,904

There were several questions about how Victoria College was going to be affected by the double cohort next year. The Registrar explained that the St George Campus, including Vic, was already close to maximum capacity and would not be able to absorb many more students than admitted in 2002. The University of Toronto intends to increase enrolments at UTSC and UTM (Scarborough and Mississauga campuses). She also noted that admissions cut-offs for Vic (and the U of T) will go up in 2003 but they are not likely to increase by more than 2-3%.
Emmanuel College Enrolment:
Newly-admitted Basic Degree Candidates – 33
Newly-admitted Advanced Degree Candidates – 10

Report of the Awards Committee:
The Senate Awards Committee met on Thursday, September 26, 2002 to consider the terms for several new awards and to review the allocation of admission and in-course awards for Victoria College.

On behalf of the Awards Committee, the Secretary moved that the following awards be established in Victoria College:

1) **The Garnet Aikins Archibald Bursary:**
Awarded to a student who has successfully completed First Year to enable him/her to continue studies at Victoria College.

2) **The Senator Keith Davey Scholarship:**
Awarded to a newly admitted student with preference given to students intending to enrol in the Lester B Pearson VIC ONE program.

3) **The Dr Goldwin S French Scholarship:**
Awarded to a First Year student with overall A standing. Preference will be given to students enrolled in the Specialist or Major program in History.

The motion was seconded by Mr D Bernhardt and CARRIED.

President Gooch commented that the establishment of the third new award provided a wonderful opportunity to honour Dr Goldwin S French. He noted that Victoria University had obtained authorization to use some unallocated OSOFT matching funds to double-match all contributions to this new award. To date over $35,000 had been donated bringing the fund to a total of $100,000. He further noted that the award would be presented to Dr French at the October 9, 2002 meeting of the Chancellor’s Council.

The Secretary moved that the following award be established in Emmanuel College:

**The Anna Cranston Memorial Award:**
Awarded to a full-time basic degree student of Emmanuel College of Victoria University, preparing for ordered ministry in The United Church of Canada, in recognition of outstanding perseverance and dedication in the pursuit of theological education.

The motion was seconded by Professor L D Dyer and CARRIED.

The Secretary also moved that the terms of the **John Trick and Susan Trebel Trick Scholarship** be revised as follows:

**Existing Terms:**
Awarded to a Victoria College student who is an intending candidate for the ministry of The United Church of Canada to aid him or her in taking an Arts and Science degree. The recipient must live in a Victoria College residence. If there is no candidate with A standing, it may be awarded to a candidate who has B standing.
Proposed New terms:
Awarded to an Emmanuel College student who is a candidate for ministry in The United Church of Canada to assist him/her in completing a Master of Divinity Degree. Preference will be given to a student living in a Victoria University residence.

The motion was seconded by Professor C D Jay and CARRIED.

The Secretary presented the following lists of Victoria College in-course and admission scholarships awarded in the name of the Senate since the meeting of June 5, 2002:

**General Proficiency**

*FIRST YEAR*

*(First Group of 3.0 Credits)*

**Humanities**

- A Victoria College Faculty Award                                                                                     Lara Abou El Assal
- An A L Cochrane Scholarship (renewed)                                                                               Ryan A Altschuler
- A University of Toronto Vari Scholarship (renewed)                                                                 Ferris Kelly Boyd
- A Victoria College Faculty Award                                                                                     Raymond Chu
- A Victoria College Faculty Award                                                                                     Tsz-Yeung Chui
- A Professor George Metcalf Scholarship (renewed)                                                                    Michael James Erdman
- A Margaret Slater Scholarship                                                                                    Mehrafarin Hosseini-Tabatabaei
- A Professor George Metcalf Scholarship (renewed)                                                                    David Jermy
- An Isabel I Bader Scholarship (renewed)                                                                              Jennifer Kim
- The Mary Coyne Rowell Scholarship                                                                                   Janice Lyp-Yee Kwan
- An Isabel I Bader Scholarship (renewed)                                                                              Solomon Lam
- The Gordon Crow Memorial Scholarship                                                                                Andrea E G Langford
- The Janet Jarrett Scholarship                                                                                        Soojin Lee
- The Victoria College Union Award                                                                                     Elizabeth Ann Majic
- The Simeon Janes Scholarship                                                                                       Sarah Sze Lok Mui
- A Margaret Slater Scholarship                                                                                       Christopher Vinoharan Navachandrabala
- A Margaret Slater Scholarship                                                                                       Mohammed Salman Qazi
- The Paul Fox Scholarship                                                                                           Jonathan Reed
- A Mrs J N G Starr Scholarship                                                                                       Michael David Richards
- The Brant Award                                                                                                      Shaifali Sandal
- The Dr A B B Moore Scholarship                                                                                     Fredrick Schumann
- & The Paul McComb North House Scholarship                                                                            Sharmi Tangia Shafi
- A Katherine St John Scholarship                                                                                      Fiona Ming Wai Song
- A Margaret Slater Scholarship                                                                                       Amirrtha Srikanthan
- An Egerton Ryerson Scholarship                                                                                      Jeffrey Thomas
- A University of Toronto Vari Scholarship (renewed)                                                                 Faith M Tones
- A University of Toronto Vari Scholarship (renewed)                                                                 Jillian Waring
- The Romans Family Scholarship                                                                                       Jennifer Weaver
- A General Motors Award (renewed)                                                                                     Lauren Ann Williams
- A Margaret Slater Scholarship                                                                                       Aaron Winter
- A Regents Participation Award                                                                                        Jason Sean Wong

**FIRST YEAR**

*(First Group of 5.0 Credits)*

- An Isabel I Bader Scholarship (renewed)                                                                              Soojin Lee
- The Mary Coyne Rowell Scholarship                                                                                   Janice Lyp-Yee Kwan
- An Isabel I Bader Scholarship (renewed)                                                                              Solomon Lam
- The Gordon Crow Memorial Scholarship                                                                                Andrea E G Langford
- The Janet Jarrett Scholarship                                                                                        Soojin Lee
- The Victoria College Union Award                                                                                     Elizabeth Ann Majic
- The Simeon Janes Scholarship                                                                                       Sarah Sze Lok Mui
- A Margaret Slater Scholarship                                                                                       Christopher Vinoharan Navachandrabala
- A Margaret Slater Scholarship                                                                                       Mohammed Salman Qazi
- The Paul Fox Scholarship                                                                                           Jonathan Reed
- A Mrs J N G Starr Scholarship                                                                                       Michael David Richards
- The Brant Award                                                                                                      Shaifali Sandal
- The Dr A B B Moore Scholarship                                                                                     Fredrick Schumann
- & The Paul McComb North House Scholarship                                                                            Sharmi Tangia Shafi
- A Katherine St John Scholarship                                                                                      Fiona Ming Wai Song
- A Margaret Slater Scholarship                                                                                       Amirrtha Srikanthan
- An Egerton Ryerson Scholarship                                                                                      Jeffrey Thomas
- A University of Toronto Vari Scholarship (renewed)                                                                 Faith M Tones
- A University of Toronto Vari Scholarship (renewed)                                                                 Jillian Waring
- The Romans Family Scholarship                                                                                       Jennifer Weaver
- A General Motors Award (renewed)                                                                                     Lauren Ann Williams
- A Margaret Slater Scholarship                                                                                       Aaron Winter
- A Regents Participation Award                                                                                        Jason Sean Wong

**Humanities**

- A Margaret Slater Scholarship                                                                                    Mohammed Salman Qazi
- A Margaret Slater Scholarship                                                                                    Christopher Vinoharan Navachandrabala
- The Victoria College Faculty Award                                                                                Raymond Chu
- A Margaret Slater Scholarship                                                                                    Mehrafarin Hosseini-Tabatabaei
- A Professor George Metcalf Scholarship (renewed)                                                                    David Jermy
- A Margaret Slater Scholarship                                                                                    Fiona Ming Wai Song
- The Paul Fox Scholarship                                                                                           Jonathan Reed
- A Mrs J N G Starr Scholarship                                                                                       Michael David Richards
- The Brant Award                                                                                                      Shaifali Sandal
- The Dr A B B Moore Scholarship                                                                                     Fredrick Schumann
- & The Paul McComb North House Scholarship                                                                            Sharmi Tangia Shafi
- A Katherine St John Scholarship                                                                                      Fiona Ming Wai Song
- A Margaret Slater Scholarship                                                                                       Amirrtha Srikanthan
- An Egerton Ryerson Scholarship                                                                                      Jeffrey Thomas
- A University of Toronto Vari Scholarship (renewed)                                                                 Faith M Tones
- A University of Toronto Vari Scholarship (renewed)                                                                 Jillian Waring
- The Romans Family Scholarship                                                                                       Jennifer Weaver
- A General Motors Award (renewed)                                                                                     Lauren Ann Williams
- A Margaret Slater Scholarship                                                                                       Aaron Winter
- A Regents Participation Award                                                                                        Jason Sean Wong

- An Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship                                                                                  Jessica Irene Algie
- A Regents In-Course Scholarship                                                                                     Genevieve Amaral
- A Robson Scholarship in Languages                                                                                   Carolina Anna Bartczak
- The Hattie Louise Finel Prize                                                                                       Alix Cale Bemrose

- A Regents In-Course Scholarship.                                                                                 Alix Cale Bemrose
A Katherine St John Scholarship ................................................................. Sita Devi Bhella
A Robson Scholarship in History ......................................................................... Matina Broughami
A Regents In-Course Scholarship .......................................................................... Alison Justine Carson
A Robson Scholarship in Languages ......................................................................... Brigitte Duarte Carvallo
A Robson Scholarship in Languages ......................................................................... Brenda Jane Cromb
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ........................................................................... Michael Fallon
A Robson Scholarship in Languages ......................................................................... Laura Abby Ginsberg
A Katherine St John Scholarship ............................................................................. Maryna Gorelik
An Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship .......................................................................... Katherine Grzyszcza
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ......................................................................... Zoe Cormier
A Dr John Benjamin Gullen Scholarship ..................................................................... Ammy Lin
A Regens In-Course Scholarship .......................................................................... Christine Lee
A Regens In-Course Scholarship ............................................................................. Christina Wendy Grava
A Regens In-Course Scholarship ............................................................................. Zoe Cormier
A Dr John Benjamin Gullen Scholarship ..................................................................... Ammy Lin
A Regens In-Course Scholarship ............................................................................. Ron Brown
A Regents In-Course Scholarship .......................................................................... Sarah Marie Bratanek
A Regens In-Course Scholarship ............................................................................. Yasmine Asvat
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ............................................................................. Nishaat Fatima Ali
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ............................................................................. Golareh Agha
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ............................................................................. Filip Zalewski
A Walter Theodore Brown Scholarship ..................................................................... Eric Douglas Willon Morgan
The Ruby S Aitken Scholarship ................................................................................. Aston Wallis Leong
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ............................................................................. Julia Macri
The Isabel Bader Scholarship in Spanish ....................................................................... Clara Andrea Meer
The Beatrice Mathers Memorial Scholarship .......................................................... Katerino Melino
An Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship ......................................................................... Elisa Tseng Yi Sze
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ............................................................................. Lisa M Steacy
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ............................................................................... Tina Sarkissian
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ............................................................................... Steven Preston
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ............................................................................... Maryna Gorelik
A White Scholarship in French .................................................................................. Aura Rygelis
A Mary Victoria Court Scholarship ........................................................................... Diana Rivero
An Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship .............................................................................. Carolina G Ritacca
An Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship ............................................................................... Elisa Tseng Yi Sze
A Regens In-Course Scholarship ............................................................................... Ron Brown
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ............................................................................... Ariel Rachel Vered
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ............................................................................... Filippo Zalewski
A Walters Theodore Brown Scholarship ..................................................................... Eric Douglas Wilton Morgan
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................ Steven Preston
A Robson Scholarship in Languages ........................................................................... Mariapia C Pietropaolo
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ............................................................................... Diana Rivero
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ............................................................................... Lisa M Steacy
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ............................................................................... Elisa Tseng Yi Sze
The Hart Massey Scholarship ............................................................................... James Henry Szumski
An Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship ......................................................................... Roza Emilora Tchoukaleyska
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................. Steven Preston
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................. Westley Aitken
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................. Sarah Marie Bratanek
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................. Josephine Frances Chan
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................ Roderick Ting Fung Cheung
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................ Zoe Cormier
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................ Stephen Michael Emrich
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................ Christina Wendy Grava
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................ Christine Lee
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................ Dawn Gar-Lai Li
A Hamilton Fisk Biggar Scholarship ........................................................................... Dorothy Li
A Dr John Benjamin Gullen Scholarship ...................................................................... Ammy Lin
A Regents In-Course Scholarship .............................................................................. Angela Lou

Science and Mathematics
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................ Golareh Agha
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................. Nishaat Fatima Ali
A Professor R K Arnold Scholarship ............................................................................ Bashur Alolabi
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................ Justin Ancheta
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................ Yasmin Asvat
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................. Sarah Marie Bratanek
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................ Ron Brown
A Dr Augusta Stowe Gullen Scholarship ..................................................................... Katherine Elizabeth Brushett
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................ Josephine Frances Chan
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................ Roderick Ting Fung Cheung
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................ Zoe Cormier
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................ Stephen Michael Emrich
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................ Christina Wendy Grava
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................ Christine Lee
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ................................................................................ Dawn Gar-Lai Li
A Hamilton Fisk Biggar Scholarship ........................................................................... Dorothy Li
A Dr John Benjamin Gullen Scholarship ..................................................................... Ammy Lin
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ............................................................................... Angela Lou
General Proficiency
A Mrs FNG Starr Memorial Scholarship................................................................. Jason Adam Abrams
A Joseph Wesley MacCallum Scholarship.............................................................. Karen Lucia Campbell
An Egerton Ryerson Scholarship.................................................................Jasmin Haning Cheung-Gertler
A Joseph Wesley MacCallum Scholarship.............................................................. Marianne Elizabeth Craig
The Kennedy Scholarship .................................................................................. Saswata Deb
A Margaret Slater Scholarship ......................................................................... Ying Di
The Jean Martin Scholarship (renewed) ......................................................... Scott Charles Gallimore
A DCA Moorelands Camp Award (renewed) ......................................................... Khai Ha
A McCutcheon Award ......................................................................................... Nhu Nguyen Huynh
An A L Cochrane Scholarship ........................................................................... David Jee
A Kathryn Anne Radford Scholarship............................................................. Suntharavathany Kulasingam
A Gerald Allen Hollingshead Memorial Scholarship (renewed) ......................... Nicole Lee Mideo
A McCutcheon Award ......................................................................................... Kristhnanthan Parameswaran
A Sarah Jane Elliott Scholarship....................................................................... Rebecca Lynn Reasner
An Isabel L Bader Scholarship (renewed) .......................................................... James Ryu

Social Science
A Regents In-Course Scholarship........................................................................ Emily Elizabeth Anderson
A Regents In-Course Scholarship........................................................................ Samantha K K Bunting
A Regents In-Course Scholarship........................................................................ Ciara Anne Byrne
A Regents In-Course Scholarship........................................................................ Celia Sze Ngan Chan
An Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship........................................ Wayne Che
The Grace Victoria Becker Scholarship.............................................................. Jing Yi Chen
A Regents In-Course Scholarship........................................................................ Kristen Cullen
A Regents In-Course Scholarship........................................................................ Alexander Murray Gorka
A Regents In-Course Scholarship........................................................................ Laurie Elizabeth Green
An Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship........................................ Alethia Chi Erm Kang
The Myrtle V McCulloch Prize in Semiotics (VIC120Y)....................................... Thomas Krzyzanowski (SMC)
A Regents In-Course Scholarship........................................................................ Mancy Man Sze Law
A Regents In-Course Scholarship........................................................................ Kenneth Lap Ken Lee
An Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship........................................ Soyeon Karen Lee
A Lester Bowles Pearson Scholarship............................................................... Lisa Sarah Lidor
A Regents In-Course Scholarship........................................................................ Kathleen Freida Rice
A Lester Bowles Pearson Scholarship............................................................... John Jesse Scott
A Regents In-Course Scholarship........................................................................ Mikhail Shloznikov

SECOND YEAR
(Second Group of 5.0 Courses)
An Isabel I Bader Scholarship (renewed) ........................................................................................................ Sara Saljoughi
The Chris and Vo Love Scholarship .................................................................................................................. Katherine Ann Scheiers
An Egerton Ryerson Scholarship ..................................................................................................................... Judy Seto
The Maria Janes Scholarship ............................................................................................................................ Emefa Sewordor
A Sarah Jane Elliott Scholarship ................................................................................................................... Sanam Siddiqui
An Egerton Ryerson Scholarship ..................................................................................................................... James Leslie John Steele
A McCutcheon Award ......................................................................................................................................... Lilly Teng
A Kathryn Anne Radford Scholarship ........................................................................................................... Ju Yoon Yoon

Humanities
A Laure Rièse Scholarship ................................................................................................................................. Kristin Grace Ali
A Walter Theodore Brown Scholarship ................................................................................................................. William Nathan Ballantyne
A Laure Rièse Scholarship .................................................................................................................................... Erika Dawn Balsom
A Kathleen Watson Memorial Award .................................................................................................................... Leslie A Barnes
A Jessie Macpherson Memorial Scholarship ........................................................................................................ Chiara E Capozzi
A Laure Rièse Scholarship ............................................................................................................................... Cynthia J Chan
A Helen Frye Memorial Scholarship ..................................................................................................................... Eugene Chiba
An Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship ................................................................................................................... Adam Robert Cook
The McNeice Scholarship .................................................................................................................................. Susannah Elizabeth Dainow
The Class of 1945 Scholarship .......................................................................................................................... Angela Davis
The Webster Prize .................................................................................................................................................. Stephanie Drake
An Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship ..................................................................................................................... Christina Joy Duck
A Kathleen Watson Memorial Award .................................................................................................................... Nancy Louise Duncan
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ........................................................................................................................ Gary Francis Edwards
A John Mattress Watson Memorial Scholarship ................................................................................................... Devon Jane Elke
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ........................................................................................................................ Jonathan Ellison
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ........................................................................................................................ Meredith Suzanne Epp
An Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship .................................................................................................................... David Ganz
A Robson Scholarship in Languages
& The Myrtle V McCulloch Prize in Semiotics (VIC220Y) ................................................................................. Sarah Robin Gleadow
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ....................................................................................................................... Jennifer France Gresham
A Robson Scholarship in Languages .................................................................................................................... Celia Marie Hammond
The Norman Wentworth Dewitt Scholarship
& The John E Dix Memorial Scholarship .............................................................................................................. Colin C Hennigar
A Robson Scholarship in Languages and History ............................................................................................... Cameron Martin Jones
An Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship .................................................................................................................... Sharon Kelly
The William McCauley Scholarship ..................................................................................................................... Mohamad Khan
A White Scholarship in French ............................................................................................................................. Ewa Ledwon
A Kathleen Watson Memorial Award .................................................................................................................. Kristina Faith Madonia
A Kathleen Watson Memorial Award .................................................................................................................. Nicholas Alexander Martin
A Regents In-Course Scholarship ........................................................................................................................ Andrea Leigh McPhail
A Helen Frye Memorial Scholarship ..................................................................................................................... Sevren Lee Meredith
A Robson Scholarship in Languages ..................................................................................................................... Anushia Mohan
A Genevieve Logan Scholarship .......................................................................................................................... Beth O’Connor
The Joblin Scholarship .......................................................................................................................................... Lisa Hanni Pak
An Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship .................................................................................................................... Ifigenia Jenny Rodopoulos
A Laure Rièse Scholarship
& The Victoria College Department of French Scholarship
& The William Allan Dafoe and Family Scholarship/Essay Prize ....................................................................... Emily Rose Silbert
A J A Surerus Memorial Scholarship .................................................................................................................. Ruth-Ellen St Onge
The William Ewart Staples Scholarship .............................................................................................................. Hyun Oh Youk
Science and Mathematics

A Regents In-Course Scholarship........................................................................................................... David Arcus
A Regents In-Course Scholarship............................................................................................................. Yasmin Asvat
A Regents In-Course Scholarship............................................................................................................ Renee Beach
A Regents In-Course Scholarship.................................................................................................................. Aleksandra Brankovic
A Regents In-Course Scholarship.................................................................................................................. Amran Dellovin
A Regents In-Course Scholarship.................................................................................................................. Democratia Dafnos
A Regents In-Course Scholarship.................................................................................................................. Ammad Aslam
A Regents In-Course Scholarship.................................................................................................................. Jiawei Zhuang
A Regents In-Course Scholarship.................................................................................................................... Jennifer Lam-Anh Tran
A Regents In-Course Scholarship....................................................................................................................... Yo Han Mun
A Hamilton Fisk Biggar Scholarship ..................................................................................................... Adriana Carrie Luk
A Regents In-Course Scholarship.................................................................................................................. Katarzyna Jaworska
A Sarah Jane Elliott Scholarship..................................................................................................................... Amelia Ciofani
A Regents In-Course Scholarship...................................................................................................................... Josephine Frances Chan
A Regents In-Course Scholarship.................................................................................................................... Calvin Wei-Fung Deng
A Regents In-Course Scholarship.................................................................................................................... Henry Hon Kit Fung
A Regents In-Course Scholarship................................................................................................................... Anna Gatova
A Regents In-Course Scholarship...................................................................................................................... Anna Goglozo
A Regents In-Course Scholarship.................................................................................................................... Heather Greenwood
A Regents In-Course Scholarship....................................................................................................................... Christopher Grouios
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................................................... Behzad Hassani
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................................................... Karen Y Ho
A Regents In-Course Scholarship.................................................................................................................... Alexandra Lyovna Iourik
A Regents In-Course Scholarship.................................................................................................................... Christian A Jannetta
A Regents In-Course Scholarship....................................................................................................................... Kary Ka Wai Lam
A Regents In-Course Scholarship.................................................................................................................... Harry Huy Khanh Ngoc Le
A Regents In-Course Scholarship....................................................................................................................... Janet Heather Lee
A Regents In-Course Scholarship...................................................................................................................... Albert Ching-Che Lin
A Regents In-Course Scholarship...................................................................................................................... Noah Patrick Lockwood
A Regents In-Course Scholarship....................................................................................................................... Kenneth Andrew Lopata
A Hamilton Fisk Biggar Scholarship..................................................................................................... Xiaojiang Ma
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................................................... Nancy Anne Malvaso
A Regents In-Course Scholarship....................................................................................................................... Yo Han Mun
A Regents In-Course Scholarship.................................................................................................................... Jennifer Lam-Anh Tran
A Regents In-Course Scholarship....................................................................................................................... Jiawei Zhuang

Social Science

A Regents In-Course Scholarship................................................................................................................... Joulia Anaoutova
A Regents In-Course Scholarship.................................................................................................................... Ammad Aslam
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................................................... Adam John Borovilos
A Regents In-Course Scholarship................................................................................................................... Democratia Dafnos
A Regents In-Course Scholarship...................................................................................................................... Alan Dellowin
A Pauline and Donald McGibbon Scholarship............................................................................................ Melanie DeSouza
A Regents In-Course Scholarship.................................................................................................................... Kinda Hachem
A Lester Bowles Pearson Scholarship .................................................................................................................. Tarek Hamam
A Regents In-Course Scholarship...................................................................................................................... Kristen Page Harshman
The Gordon Bradshaw Scholarship.................................................................................................................. Sarah Houghton
A Regents In-Course Scholarship....................................................................................................................... Ambrus Kecskes
An E W Bickle Scholarship..................................................................................................................Jean-Guy Gerard LeBlanc
A Regents In-Course Scholarship............................................................................................................Bethany Ann McLaughlin
A Regents In-Course Scholarship............................................................................................................Paweł Jerzy Milezarek
The T E Bissell Scholarship.......................................................................................................................Michael Robert Stephen Morrison
A Regents In-Course Scholarship............................................................................................................Mareike Noona Godbout Newhouse
A Regents In-Course Scholarship............................................................................................................Jin-Woo Park
A Donald Alexander Court Scholarship.................................................................................................Yuqi Wang
An E W Bickle Scholarship..................................................................................................................Hairong Tina Zhao
A Regents In-Course Scholarship............................................................................................................Victoria B Zylberberg

THIRD YEAR
(Third Group of 5.0 Credits)

General Proficiency
A Kathryn Anne Radford Memorial Scholarship..................................................................................Kristle Maria Calisto-Tavares
A Mrs F N G Starr Scholarship................................................................................................................Kenny Chow
An Egerton Ryerson Scholarship..........................................................................................................Kirsten Corson
An Isabel L Bader Scholarship (renewed).........................................................................................Shamindra Fernando
A Joseph Wesley MacCallum Scholarship............................................................................................Loredana Grappone
A Marion Edith Binning Scholarship.....................................................................................................Sharonna Greenberg
A Joseph Wesley MacCallum Scholarship..............................................................................................Marilyn M Heng
The Victoria Reunion Award.....................................................................................................................Karen Y Ho
A Margaret Slater Scholarship..................................................................................................................Patricia Ann Liu
A Margaret Slater Scholarship....................................................................................................................Al Momin
An Isabel L Bader Scholarship (renewed).............................................................................................Asif Pirani
An Egerton Ryerson Scholarship...........................................................................................................Julia Marie Pizzolon
A University of Toronto Variety Scholarship (renewed)........................................................................Antonia N Praljak
An Isabel L Bader Scholarship (renewed).............................................................................................Zoe Alexia Purdy
The Friends of Victoria University Library Scholarship
& The F David Hoeniger Book Collection Prize.........................................................................................Thomas Bradley Richards
The Brian David Radford Memorial Scholarship....................................................................................Jennifer Renee Schillaci
A Margaret Slater Scholarship..................................................................................................................Tamara Shepherd
A Margaret Slater Scholarship.....................................................................................................................Devita Singh
The Alice Brown and Jack Coles Scholarship.......................................................................................Bhavna Sivanand
A Gerald Allen Hollingshead Memorial Scholarship (renewed)............................................................Jacob Sone
A Marion Edith Binning Scholarship.......................................................................................................Megan Lynn Welton
A Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship (renewed)......................................Familiiu-Manuel Zamfir

Humanities
A White Scholarship in French..................................................................................................................Kristin Grace Ali
The Reginald Heber Manning Jolliffe Scholarship.................................................................................Katherine Megan Cassaday
The Myrtle V McCulloch Prize in Renaissance Studies (VIC440Y).........................................................Kerri-Lynn Amanda Craddock (UC)
A Genevieve Logan Scholarship...............................................................................................................Maria L’Amore
A Helen Frye Memorial Scholarship.........................................................................................................Daniela Torres Gelly De Castro E Silva
The John Fletcher McLaughlin Scholarship............................................................................................Alaan Dellovin
A Hardy and Mildred Wright Hill Scholarship.......................................................................................Robert Gregory Edmonds
An Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship.......................................................................................................Jonathan Ellison
The Torno Prize in Victorian Studies (ENG324Y).........................................................................................Kathryn F Evans
A Regents In-Course Scholarship............................................................................................................Margot Finley
The Hugh Walton Peel Scholarship..........................................................................................................Annie Lenore Forget
A Genevieve Logan Scholarship...............................................................................................................Ryan S Gallimore
A Regents In-Course Scholarship............................................................................................................Sarah Robin Gleadow
The Professor James Carscallen Book Prize in Renaissance English (ENG332Y) ..............................Angela Lidia Guardiani
A Hardy and Mildred Wright Hill Scholarship..............................................................Mary Louise Hogan
The Myrtle V McCulloch Prize in Renaissance Studies (VIC343Y)....................................Georgia Hood (WDW)
A White Scholarship in French..........................................................................................Darka Hopej
A J A Surerus Memorial Scholarship (GER304H1S).........................................................Cameron Martin Jones
An Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship..................................................................................Evelyn Kam
A William McCauley Scholarship....................................................................................Carol Krause
A Robson Scholarship in Modern Languages.................................................................Jeanne Lam
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................Peter Chang Yup Lee
The Marion Bell Helmer Scholarship...............................................................................Jeffers Landell Lennox
A Kathleen Watson Memorial Award
& The Lincoln Hutton Essay Prize................................................................................Naomi Grierson Levine
A Genevieve Logan Scholarship...................................................................................Tavish James McDonnell
A Kathleen Watson Memorial Award................................................................................Bronwyn Ann McLeod
A Robson Scholarship in Modern Languages...............................................................Olesia Geunnadievna Nesterovitch
A Kathleen Watson Memorial Award
& The Joyce Boyle Scholarship..................................................................................Gwen Nimeroski
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................Lisa Hanmi Pak
A Robson Scholarship in Modern Languages.................................................................Emily Leslie Pecorella
The Linden Clarke Harvey Scholarship.........................................................................Benjamin Michael Peebles
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................Elizabeth Ellen Pilkington
The Professor Kenneth R Thompson Scholarship.........................................................Allison Evelyn Reid
The George Dennis Morse Scholarship.........................................................................Virginia G Ritacca
An Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship...............................................................................Judith Sari
The Professor Ernest Edwin Best Memorial Scholarship................................................Sylvi Amira Shibaru
The Myrtle V McCulloch Essay Prize in Literary Studies................................................Sonali R Thakkar (TRIN)
A Robson Scholarship in Linguistics.............................................................................Elizabeth Tran
An Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship
& The Hodgins Prize (ENG328Y)..................................................................................Patricia Wall
A Hardy and Mildred Wright Hill Scholarship...............................................................Anne Warner
A Robson Scholarship in History..................................................................................Catherine Britton Wood

Science and Mathematics
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................Adrianna C Aloisi
The Margaret Wright Maus Bond Scholarship...............................................................Cynthia Aoki
A Lillian Massey Treble Scholarship.............................................................................Alexandra Bojcevski
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................Justyna Boroch
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................Liv Caroline Capozzi
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................Cheryl Cheon
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................Jai Grover
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................Jovana Karadzic
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................Mona Kessas
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................Mayada Ghazi Kheriba
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................David Philip LaPierre
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................W Hugh Macartney
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................Viba Bhuvana Malaiyandi
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................Allan Olds
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................Ellis M Ostovich
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................Kalpesh Patel
A Sunil Kumar and Nita Singh Scholarship....................................................................Sanchaita Saha
An Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship..................................................Karen Mariko Sasaki
A Regents In-Course Scholarship..................................................................................Bonita Sawh
The Elta and Arnott Patterson Memorial Scholarship....................................................Jennifer Lam-Anh Tran
A Regents In-Course Scholarship......................................................... Christopher M Bentley

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .................................................. Justin Prem Babwah

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .................................................. Shari Beth Archinoff

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .................................................. Elizabeth Arbour

A Gerald Allen Hollingshead Memorial Scholarship ............................ Aleksandra Alwin

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .................................................. Shuaib Ally

A Ruby Jolliffe Scholarship/Bursary ...................................................... Idrees Abdul Latif Ally

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .................................................. Sahr Ahmad

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .................................................. Marium Fatima Ahmad

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .................................................. Karachi G S, Pakistan

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .................................................. R K Katherine Allen

A Ruby Jolliffe Scholarship/Bursary ...................................................... Idrees Abdul Latif Ally

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .................................................. Shuaib Ally

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .................................................. Aleksandra Alwin

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .................................................. Elizabeth Arbour

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .................................................. Justin Prem Babwah

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .................................................. Christopher M Bentley

Social Sciences
A Robert Leslie Edwards Memorial Scholarship ..................................... Rachel Arnaoutova

A Donald Alexander Court Scholarship ............................................. Demetrios Leonidas Galanis

A Regents In-Course Scholarship ....................................................... David Ganz

A Regents In-Course Scholarship ....................................................... Christopher William Glover

A Regents In-Course Scholarship ....................................................... Daveeda Elisheva Goldberg

An Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship ......................... Iryna Gordiyenko

A Regents In-Course Scholarship ....................................................... Stephanie Grouios

A Regents In-Course Scholarship ....................................................... Glen Hogan

A Regents In-Course Scholarship ....................................................... Frank Jin

A Regents In-Course Scholarship ....................................................... Tania Julia Johannsen

A W E Wilder Scholarship ................................................................. Ambrus Kesckes

A W E Wilder Scholarship ................................................................. Cindy Sin Kee Leung

A Pauline and Donald McGibbon Scholarship .................................... Michael M Malleson

A W E Wilder Scholarship ................................................................. Jin-Woo Park

The Edith Ailsa Greene Scholarship .................................................... Claurelle Merlyn Poole

A Robert Leslie Edwards Memorial Scholarship .................................. Robin Jane Roff

The Wilfred Allan Beckett Scholarship ............................................. Randy Stephen Sa’d

A Lester Bowles Pearson Scholarship ................................................ Jesse Daniel Hannon Sherrett

A Regents In-Course Scholarship ...................................................... Gavin Stanley

Victoria College Admission Scholarships
2002-2003

A J H Riddell Department of Classics Scholarship ............................... Sachi Adachi

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .............................................. Sahr Ahmad

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .............................................. Karachi G S, Pakistan

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .............................................. K R Katherine Allen

A Ruby Jolliffe Scholarship/Bursary ................................................... Harbord Collegiate Institute, Toronto, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .............................................. Shuaib Ally

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .............................................. Aleksandra Alwin

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .............................................. Elizabeth Arbour

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .............................................. Justin Prem Babwah

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .............................................. Christopher M Bentley
A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ................................................................. Mackenzie Lillian Rose Bolender
Rosedale Heights Secondary School, Toronto, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ................................................................. Brianne Bovell
Centennial Collegiate, Guelph, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ................................................................. Jessica Charisse Brown
Appleby College, Oakville, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ................................................................. Philip Cha
North Toronto Collegiate Institute, Toronto, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ................................................................. Janet Shuk Man Chan
Unionville High School, Unionville, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ................................................................. Zhi Qiang Chen
Columbia International College of Canada, Hamilton, Ontario

A Laure Rièse Scholarship .................................................................................. Grace Tinwai Cheng
University of Toronto Schools, Toronto, Ontario

The Elizabeth Burr Tyrrell Scholarship ............................................................ Kar Yan Jenny Cheung
Toronto Learning Academy Inc., Toronto, Ontario

An Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship ....................................... Yeung Yeung Cheung
Appleby College, Oakville, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ................................................................. Laura Cheuk Ka Chiu
Peoples Christian Academy, Willowdale, Ontario

A Laure Rièse Scholarship .................................................................................. Jessica J Cimo
Bishop Allen Academy, Etobicoke, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ............................................................... Emma Rose Mauretta Cohen
Canterbury High School, Ottawa, Ontario

The John Brooks Foundation Scholarship ......................................................... Cyril James John Cromwell Simmonds
Monarch Park Collegiate, Toronto, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ................................................................. Sarah De Filippis
St Mary Catholic Secondary School, Pickering, Ontario

The Clara Flavelle McEachren Scholarship .................................................... Laura Elizabeth Saule Desrosiers
Lycée Français de Toronto, Toronto, Ontario

A Ruby Jolliffe Scholarship/Bursary ................................................................. Angela DeVries
Westdale Secondary School, Hamilton, Ontario

A Katherine St John Scholarship ........................................................................ Rebecca Elizabeth Dickson
I E Weldon Secondary School, Lindsay, Ontario

An Anna O'Reilly Award ....................................................................................... Nicole Suzanne Dobbie
Cayuga Secondary School, Cayuga, Ontario

The Joseph Moyer Leppert Scholarship ............................................................ Natasha Dolly Durham
British West Indies Collegiate, Turks and Caicos Islands

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ............................................................... Mandy Tiffany Eaton
Monarch Park Collegiate, Toronto, Ontario

An Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship ................................................................. Dylan Figueiredo
Rosedale Heights Secondary School, Toronto, Ontario

A Laure Rièse Scholarship .................................................................................. Alanna Fitzgerald-Husek
Humberside Collegiate Institute, Toronto, Ontario

A McCutcheon Award ......................................................................................... Bryan Fong
West Hill Collegiate Institute, West Hill, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ............................................................... Brian Matthew Frame
Loyola Catholic Secondary School, Mississauga, Ontario
A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ................................................................. Anson Fung
Epsom College, Hong Kong

The John Robins Scholarship .............................................................................. Joanna Ganeva
Humberside College Institute, Toronto, Ontario

An Elizabeth Ann Highe Scholarship .......................................................... Hilary Frances Gibson-Wood
Oak Bay Secondary School, Victoria, British Columbia

An Anna O'Reilly Award .................................................................................... Laura Gillis
Grey Highlands Secondary School, Flesherton, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .......................................................... Clara Godfrey
Humberside Collegiate Institute, Toronto, Ontario

A University of Toronto Vari Scholarship ...................................................... Anna-Maria Goral
St Joseph High School, Windsor, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .......................................................... Lorina Haxhihyseni
Petro Nini Luarasi, Tiranu, Albania

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ....................................................... Ashley Michelle Hembrough
Agincourt Collegiate Institute, Agincourt, Ontario

A Gerald Allen Hollingshead Memorial Scholarship .................................. Melissa E Hergott
St Mary’s High School, Kitchener, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .......................................................... Jennifer Clare Hodgins
Loretto Abbey, Toronto, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .......................................................... Erin Holder
Avondale Elementary & Secondary Alternative, Willowdale, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .......................................................... Jennifer Lynn Holody
Langstaff Secondary School, Richmond Hill, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .......................................................... Sheeda Xintao Huang
Albert Campbell Collegiate Institute, Agincourt, Ontario

A Bader Scholarship .................................................................................. Shirley Shuling Hung
George S Henry Academy, North York, Ontario

The George and Elizabeth Rutherford Scholarship ........................................ Cristina Andreea Ion
Port Credit Secondary School, Mississauga, Ontario

A Donald Oakley Robson Scholarship ......................................................... Ramya Jegatheesan
Woburn Collegiate Institute, Scarborough, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .......................................................... Harrison Jo
York Mills Collegiate Institute, Don Mills, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ......................................................... Katherine A Jones
Etobicoke School of the Arts, Etobicoke, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .......................................................... Yun-Jeng Jamie Joo
Northview Heights Secondary School, North York, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .......................................................... Paul Karvanis
St Robert Catholic High School, Thornhill, Ontario

A Ruby Jolliffe Scholarship/Bursary ................................................................. Eunji Kim
Lester B Pearson Catholic High School, Gloucester, Ontario

An Arthur Leonard Shawlow Scholarship ................................................... Jung-Dae Kim
Earl Haig Secondary School, Toronto, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .......................................................... Eunji Jenny Ko
Monarch Park Collegiate, Toronto, Ontario

The Pinkham Family Scholarship .................................................................... Tanya Lynn Koivusalo
Leaside High School, Toronto, Ontario
A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ......................................................... Shantelle Lauree Lafayette
Ecole Secondaire Mgr-De-Charbonnel, Willowdale, Ontario

A General Motors Admission Scholarship ................................................. Christine Wai-Yun Lau
Peoples Christian Academy, Willowdale, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ....................................................... Minna So-min Lee
Westmount Secondary School, Hamilton, Ontario

The Mary Ellen Carty Residence Scholarship .......................................... Rebecca France Lemire
International School of Brussels, Waterloo, Belgium

The Gilbert Edward Howey Scholarship ................................................... Michael James LeSage
St Theresa Catholic Secondary School, Belleville, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Participation Award ......................................................... Raymond Yik Sum Leung
Markham District High School, Markham, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ..................................................... Meghan Quetico Ellington Litteljohn
Skagerak International School, Sandefjord, Norway

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .................................................... Jonathan Liu
Boyd H Anderson High School, Broward, Florida, USA

An Elizabeth Ann Highe Scholarship ....................................................... Anna Jean Lloyd
The Dwight School, New York City, New York, USA

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ..................................................... Amanda Grace Lochrie
Turner Fenton Secondary School, Brampton, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ..................................................... Ting Chi Luk
Jarvis Collegiate Institute, Toronto, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ..................................................... Sophia Ly
Riverdale Collegiate Institute, Toronto, Ontario

A Donald Oakley Robson Scholarship ..................................................... Allison Rita MacDonald
University of Toronto Schools, Toronto, Ontario

A Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship ........... John Fallis Mackay
University of Toronto Schools, Toronto, Ontario

The Albert College Award ....................................................................... Kate Mairi MacLeod
Albert College, Belleville, Ontario

The Charles Earl Auger Scholarship ....................................................... Anna Maria Malek
Holy Name of Mary Secondary School, Mississauga, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ..................................................... Lindsey Jean Maurino
Bradford District High School, Bradford, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ..................................................... Leslie McMillan
Agincourt Collegiate Institute, Agincourt, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ..................................................... Sanja Milicic
East York Collegiate Institute, Toronto, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ..................................................... Sofia Milman
Forest Hill Collegiate Institute, Toronto, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ..................................................... Bojana Mitrovic
Glenforest Secondary School, Mississauga, Ontario

The Harold and Ethel Bennett Victoria Women’s Association Scholarship ................................ Sapna Mittal
Langstaff Secondary School, Richmond Hill, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ..................................................... Volodymyr Mnih
Father John Redmond Secondary School, Bobcaye, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ..................................................... Melissa B Molson
Danforth Collegiate & Technical Institute, Toronto, Ontario
A University of Toronto Vari Scholarship ................................................................. Kristen D Munro
Humberside Collegiate Institute, Toronto, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ................................................................. Maria Mikhailovna Nelioubina
Monarch Park Collegiate, Toronto, Ontario

A Katherine St John Scholarship ............................................................. Melissa Newal
Albert Campbell Collegiate Institute, Agincourt, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ................................................................. Suet Ying Seran Ng
Markham District High School, Markham, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ................................................................. Mark Noseworthy
Gordon Graydon Memorial Secondary School, Mississauga, Ontario

An Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship ............................................................ Brianne L Novelli
Humberside Collegiate Institute, Toronto, Ontario

The Florence Warner Lang Scholarship ....................................................... Jennifer Emily O’Kell
St John’s-Ravencourt School, Winnipeg, Manitoba

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ................................................................. Sharon Otal
White Oaks Secondary School, Oakville, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ................................................................. Sarah Anne Pearson
Dawson College, Montreal, Quebec

A J H Riddell Department of Classics Scholarship ........................................... Daniel Peluso
York Mills Collegiate Institute, Don Mills, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ................................................................. Crystal M Pinto
Francis Libermann Catholic High School, Scarborough, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ................................................................. Adam Todd Proctor
Ridley College, St Catharines, Ontario

The Maude McCrae Brown Scholarship ......................................................... Michael James Quejada
University of Toronto Schools, Toronto, Ontario

An Anna O’Reilly Award ........................................................................ Nicholas Ragaz
Peterborough Collegiate & Vocational School, Peterborough, Ontario

The Robertson Scholarship ........................................................................... Luke Reid
Dawson College, Montreal, Quebec

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ................................................................. Saba Rehmani
Richmond Hill High School, Richmond Hill, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ................................................................. Maria Catherine Robinson
The College Preparatory School, Oakland, California, USA

A Ruby Jolliffe Scholarship/Bursary ................................................................. Jumol A Royes
St Michael’s Choir School, Toronto, Ontario

A University of Toronto Vari Scholarship ....................................................... Alice Rush-Rhodes
Kingston Collegiate & Vocational Institute, Kingston, Ontario

The Leopold Macaulay Scholarship ............................................................... Sara Saab
The International School of Choueifat, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ................................................................. Megan Joy Seres
Bayside Secondary School, Belleville, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ................................................................. Eva Seto
University of Toronto Schools, Toronto, Ontario

A Herbert H Carnegie Future Aces Foundation Scholarship ...................... Thiruchelvi Shathasivam
Kipling Collegiate Institute, Etobicoke, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ................................................................. Jeffrey Shaw
Humberside Collegiate Institute, Toronto, Ontario
A University of Toronto Vari Scholarship ................................................................. Jaspreet Kaur Sidhu
Chinguacousy Secondary School, Brampton, Ontario

A Bader Scholarship ........................................................................................................ Samuel Peng Guan Siew
A Y Jackson Secondary School, Toronto, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ........................................................................ Rachel Silver
Freemont Academy, North York, Ontario

The Charles Bruce Sissons Scholarship .................................................................. Katharine V Sissons
Inglenook Community High School, Toronto, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ......................................................................... Gayathiri Sivasubramaniam
Fujairah Private Academy, Fujairah, United Arab Emirates

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ......................................................................... Eleanor Michelle Smith
York Memorial Collegiate Institute, Toronto, Ontario

The Irwin Hilliard Scholarship ...................................................................................... Laurie Anne Stewart
Mary Ward Catholic Secondary School, Scarborough, Ontario

A General Motors Admission Scholarship ................................................................... Hao Wei Linda Sun
Glenforest Secondary School, Mississauga, Ontario

The Walter Edward Hart Massey Scholarship .......................................................... Alia Teja
Strathcona Tweedsmuir School, Okotoks, Alberta

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ......................................................................... Ivana Todorovic
Thistletown Collegiate Institute, Rexdale, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ........................................................................ Helena Irena Togias
Humberside Collegiate Institute, Toronto, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ........................................................................ Corinna E Traill
Bowmanville High School, Bowmanville, Ontario

The William Jackson Little Scholarship ....................................................................... Eric Kuo Tseng
University of Toronto Schools, Toronto, Ontario

A Bader Scholarship .................................................................................................... Winnie Tsui
Sir John A MacDonald Collegiate Institute, Hamilton, Ontario

The Mrs F N G Starr Scholarship ................................................................................. Frank William Joseph Turner
Ridley College, St Catherines, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Participation Award ............................................................................. Leah Anne Turner
St Joseph’s High School, St Thomas, Ontario

A Laure Rièse Scholarship ............................................................................................ Lauren Kathleen Tweedie
Earl Haig Secondary School, Toronto, Ontario

A Laure Rièse Scholarship ............................................................................................ Andrea Keiko Twist
Orangeville District Secondary School, Orangeville, Ontario

A Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship ......................... Keith W Urquhart
Danforth Collegiate & Technical Institute, Toronto, Ontario

The Professor George Metcalf Scholarship .............................................................. Michael T Varey
Danforth Collegiate & Technical Institute, Toronto, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ......................................................................... Janani Vijayaraghavan
International School of Lusaka, Lusaka, Zambia

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ......................................................................... Olga Vesselova
Richmond Hill High School, Richmond Hill, Ontario

The James Carson Taylor Scholarship .......................................................................... Yijun Alice Wang
Lusaka, Zambia

A General Motors Admission Award ............................................................................ Kelly Weber
Sir James Dunn Collegiate & Vocational Institute, Sault Ste Marie, Ontario
The Doris Preston Scholarship ................................................................. Christine E Wong
Humberside Collegiate Institute, Toronto, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ......................................................... Victor Garway Wong
Markham District High School, Markham, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ........................................................... Michelle Wong
York Mills Collegiate Institute, Don Mills, Ontario

An Arthur Leonard Schawlow Scholarship .................................................... Si Xie
Lockerby Composite School, Sudbury, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ............................................................ Alice Yu-Shuan Yang
Burnaby North S S, Burnaby, British Columbia

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship .......................................................... Ralph Wan-Bond Yeung
Father Michael McGivney Catholic Academy, Markham, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ........................................................... Shirley Wai Yeung
Balmoral Hall School, Winnipeg, Manitoba

A Gerald Allen Hollingshead Memorial Scholarship ...................................... Liming Yu
Georges Vanier Secondary School, North York, Ontario

A Gerald Allen Hollingshead Memorial Scholarship ...................................... Roman Zassoko
Markham District High School, Markham, Ontario

The Margaret Gairns Scholarship ................................................................. Dora Yu Zhang
Ursuala Franklin Academy, Toronto, Ontario

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ........................................................... Xuan Zheng
HWA Chong Junior College, Singapore

A Bloor Lands Admission Scholarship ........................................................... Malgorzata Ziermirska
Humberside Collegiate Institute, Toronto, Ontario

On behalf of the Awards Committee, the Secretary presented the following report on the allocation of admission and in-course awards for Victoria College.

2002 Admission and In-Course Awards to Victoria College Students
October 2, 2002

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Admission Scholarships</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Number of Students:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bloor Lands Admission Fund</td>
<td>$373,500.00</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vic Admission Fund</td>
<td>$101,000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingston Fund</td>
<td>$18,182.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Fund</td>
<td>$27,251.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robson Fund</td>
<td>$7,007.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Named Funds</td>
<td>$12,000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Named Funds</td>
<td>$208,057.69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Year</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Number of Students:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bloor Lands In-Course Fund</td>
<td>$163,400.00</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloor Lands Admission Fund</td>
<td>$46,078.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingston Fund</td>
<td>$3,145.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Named Fund</td>
<td>$854.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Named Funds</td>
<td>$133,321.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Principal Cook presented the following update on Victoria College:

1) A number of Victoria fellows have received promotions: Luca Somigli, Pamela Klassen, Andreas Motsch, Michael Chazan, and Benoit Bolduc.
2) During the 2002-2003 year, Victoria College Council will be dealing with developing a “revised” program in Literary Studies.
3) Curricular proposals for the new VIC ONE Northrop Frye and Lester B Pearson programs will be presented for approval by the Council this fall.
4) The Victoria College program in Semiotics & Communication Theory has become exceedingly popular. The first year introductory Semiotics course, VIC120Y, is being taught in the Bader Theatre in which close to 500 students are enrolled. Increased demand for enrolment in the Semiotics Minor, Major, and Specialist programs has resulted in the implementation of admission cutoffs.
5) The University of Toronto is currently engaged in a new “Planning Process”. A number of position papers are being prepared as part of the whole process. One paper will focus on how to improve the quality of the undergraduate experience and will be of great interest to the College.

Principal Wyatt presented the following update on Emmanuel College:

ATS Re-Accreditation

Last October I reported to you the anticipated completion of the self-study process mandated by Emmanuel’s membership in the Association of Theological Schools (ATS). During the spring of 2001 Emmanuel carried out its own self-assessment through committee study and surveys of
students and graduates. In November we received three visitors from peer institutions and in February received the report of the ATS Commission on Accreditation.

The headline is that Emmanuel has been re-accredited for the next ten years without notation. The Commission pointed to three key strengths: the enviable stewardship of resources of Victoria University; the opportunities implicit in being situated in the Toronto School of Theology and the University of Toronto; and the capabilities of the Emmanuel faculty. The Commission also handed us some challenges, key among them is the need for a comprehensive, integrated long-range plan, developed with criteria for evaluation; the need to pay greater attention to the spiritual and vocational formation of our students; and the need to gather faculty policies into a handbook. The Emmanuel College Council has created two task groups to deal with the first two challenges and the third is being addressed administratively under the President’s leadership.

**Continuing Education**

Early in the history of the Toronto School of Theology, the United Church and Emmanuel College agreed to transfer the position of Emmanuel’s continuing education director to TST. For a number of years thereafter, as part of the transfer agreement, the United Church made a significant annual grant to subsidize the salary of the TST Director of Con. Ed. It is now some years since the United Church has been able to maintain the subsidy. Increasing budgetary pressure, as well as the conviction of some TST member colleges that the TST program does not serve the needs of their constituencies, has resulted in the demise of continuing education at TST. Over the years, Emmanuel has been dependent on the TST program to fulfill the continuing education mandate of its Statement of Mission and Purpose. Thus, it will be a major challenge in the year ahead to develop a strategy to provide ongoing continuing education opportunities for our graduates and others.

**Anniversaries**

The year 2003 is the occasion of at least two important anniversaries. It will be the 75th anniversary of the college itself, founded in 1928 as one of the first fruits of church union. It will also be the occasion of the 300th anniversary of the birth of John Wesley, animating spirit of the evangelical societies destined to become the Methodist church. Ad hoc committees have been struck to ensure that the year 2003 does not pass without significant reflection on, and celebration of, these mileposts. We would welcome the interest of members of Senate in our marking of either or both of these anniversaries.

**Notes:**

- Prof. Phyllis Airhart was the recipient in January 2002 of the United Church’s Davidson Trust Award for Excellence in Teaching and Research.
- Prof. Wenh-In Ng has retired as the professor of Christian Education; the search for a new incumbent continues.
- At the time of writing, basic degree entering students number 33 this year, the same as last year.
- Advanced degree entering students number 10, again the same as last year.

**President’s Report:**

1) President Gooch stressed how important it is for members to participate and be active on Senate. The Victoria University Senate remains an important governing body as prescribed in the Act. The Senate Student Awards Committee meets regularly and deals with issues that are of importance to the establishment and granting of new awards. The Honorary Degrees Committee also has an important role. President Gooch encouraged members to reflect and to submit nominations of potential candidates who would be deserving recipients of honorary degrees.
2) VIC ONE programs are a new initiative which will be brought forward to the Victoria College Council in the fall. Victoria University is already engaged in a fundraising campaign with a goal of $10 million: $4 million for student awards, and $6 million for teaching and administration. Due to two recent bequests, from the estates of William Kenneth Mounfield and Pauline Mills McGibbon, we are halfway to our $10 million goal.

3) Everyone is invited to attend the Charter Day Ceremony to be held on Wednesday, October 9, 2002 at 7:30 p.m.

**Other Business:**

The Secretary circulated the following schedule for reports from Senate Committees:

**Reporting Schedule for Senate Committees, 2002-2003**

**October 2, 2002**
- Awards Committee
- Report on Emmanuel College
- Report on Victoria College

**December 4, 2002**
- Victoria and Emmanuel College Enrolment Reports
- Awards Committee
- Baccalaureate, Charter Day and Convocation Committee
- Honorary Degrees Committee
- Music Committee
- Theatre Use Committee

**February 5, 2003**
- Optional

**April 2, 2003**
- Chaplain's Advisory Committee
- Awards Committee
- Centre for Reformation and Renaissance Studies
- Centre for Records of Early English Drama
- Academic Priorities and Equipment Purchase
- Art Collection Committee
- Senior Common Room Committee

**May 7, 2003**
- Emmanuel College Degrees in Theology
- Awards Committee
- Northrop Frye Centre
- Centre for the Study of Religion in Canada
- Library Committee
- Teaching Award (will be awarded in 2003)

**June 5, 2003**
- Appointments to Emeritus Rank
- Nominating Committee
- Research Committee
Awards Committee  
Lincoln Hutton Committee  
Special Awards and Prizes Committee  

Principal Cook moved, seconded by Professor Dyer, that Mr Michael Newton, VIC9T2, be appointed as a Victoria graduate member of the Senate. He noted that Mr Newton is a financial consultant with CIBC Wood Gundy. **CARRIED.**

Principal Wyatt moved, seconded by Professor Jay, that Reverend Joan Robertson and Reverend Judith Visser be appointed as new Alumni Representatives for Emmanuel College. **CARRIED.**

Professor Johnston asked for a report on the Friends of the Victoria University Library Book Sale. Dr Brandeis announced that it had been a very successful event in which close to $90,000 was raised for the Library.

Mrs Breukelman announced that the VWA will sponsor a series of special lectures. The lecture dates and speakers for 2002-2003 are as follows:

- **October 23, 2002:** Peter Wyatt, “*Our Lady of the Birches*”
- **November 27, 2002:** David Cook, “*The New Programme for First Year Students*”
- **January 22, 2003:** Kenneth Bartlett, “*Renaissance Rome*”
- **February 26, 2003:** Bill Harvey, “*Pain Control at the End of Life: Good Medicine or Euthanasia*”
- **March 26, 2003:** Student Programme
- **April 23, 2003:** Pauline Thompson, “*St Etheldreda: A Twice Married Virgin Queen*”

There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 5:15 p.m.